What is SpaceBoard?
SpaceBoard is a professional network dedicated exclusively to the ield of
space. Its goal is to create a uniied platform that serves all space industry
players, promoting the advancement of space and fostering academic,
professional and business opportunities. The platform will feature a broad
set of functionalities speciically developed to create an attractive, interactive
and easy-to-use online environment for space-networking purposes. These
functionalities will enable users to create a personal board on the platform
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to publicise their competencies, connect with like-minded peers, link up with
organisations, monitor job openings or stay abreast of breaking news, deadlines
and upcoming conferences. The platform’s thematic boards and dedicated

Promoting space education

project areas will ensure that game-changing ideas are readily visible to the
entire community.

Focussing initially on space academia, SpaceBoard wants to encourage
prospective students to pursue studies in one of many space-related
ields. European and world-wide universities ofering space courses will be
listed on the platform. Students will have the possibility to connect with
universities and study programmes in order to ind out about course content

www.spaceboard.eu

and scholarships, learn about graduation opportunities, be reminded
about application deadlines or get in touch with alumni. Current and
former students will also have the possibility to leverage their education by
promoting their course of study, giving insights to future students or joining
alumni networks.

For space students and alumni
Promote your course of study
Interact with fellow students
Stay connected with former classmates
Join useful alumni networks
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For prospective students
Browse space universities and study programmes
Receive feedback from students and alumni
Learn about opportunities after graduation
Choose the right scholarship
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Driven by an international team of space students and professionals
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